Zeega Slideshow: Library Lab Round 5 progress report

Almost no work on this project has happened over this past quarter.

The Zeega team directed Justin to work on a dev server, but they haven’t yet provided him access. Notes logged in the project management site indicate this issue has been a known obstacle for at least five months. Without server access, the task of getting Harvard Library imagery into the Zeega Public Content Repository is stalled.

Justin would also like to develop a Zeega bookmarklet for HL content, informed by current information and documentation of the Zeega API, but he is now contemplating working on the bookmarklet using old, incomplete documentation. His contacts have been unresponsive to requests for support. Justin is going to write them again, asking for an account on their development server and any updated documentation on their API.

Justin reports having received PDS API documentation from Chip Goines.

Timeline for completion
Bill will ask Justin to update his timeline for completion of the project, based on the responses and cooperation he receives from the Zeega team.